From the Desk of Wendy Kirkland

BECOME A MEMBER OF MY NEW
"ALPHA MOVES" TRADING SERVICE
There was a day when I knew absolutely nothing about the stock market. A
trusted friend suggested I learn more about the stock market and maybe even
trade for a living. At that time, I was desperate to find a way to pay my bills. What
did I do? I took a giant leap of faith. I signed up for a course on trading options. I
enrolled in a 5-week trading course that did a great job of convincing me that my
friend was right - that trading options could in fact make you very rich. However,
the educational course did not give me the winning edge I needed to be
successful. Now, I feel incredibly blessed to offer you a chance to obtain that
'winning edge'.
I would like to introduce you to my newest trading strategy - ALPHA MOVES! I
spent hours and hours refining the criteria I previously used for my Inevitable
Trend Moves indicators. Now more than ever as the current market conditions
have even the most sophisticated traders scratching and clawing to secure
profitability, I needed to get this right. When I finally got this dialed in, I started
back-testing this strategy. And, I discovered that my "ALPHA
MOVES" indicators won 3 out of every 4 trades. That's a 75%-win rate, and the
moves my proprietary indicators were capturing could produce double or even
triple digit profits.
My hypothetical back-testing results showed that from January of 2018 through
May of 2021, these indicators triggered 164 trades, and 123 of them were
winning trades - for an annualized return of over 200%. And, I discovered
something else that blew me away. The average cost per option position to enter

an "ALPHA MOVES" trade, was only $257. I knew right away that this new
trading service was going to be a perfect for my followers who have smaller
accounts!
I want to share this with all of my followers right away. If you would like to receive
these EXACT ENTRY and EXIT "ALPHA MOVES" TRADE SIGNALS - AS
THEY OCCUR - all you need to do is call Steven at 1-800-268-8936. You could
start receiving these trading signals by email and by text alert today!
I can't offer this service at no-cost obviously, but I gave Steven permission to
offer the first 25 of my followers who call to sign up, a chance to become a
Member of this exclusive service for two full years - for the normal one-year
price! That's right, the first 25 of my followers that become a Member of my
"ALPHA MOVES" community, will receive a free year in this service as a
special gift from me...
I've done all the research and homework I could possibly do, and now you can
benefit from my efforts. All you need to do now is call Steven directly at 1-800268-8936 and take your next step toward a prosperous future by becoming a
member of my "ALPHA MOVES" trading service today!
To Your Trading Success,

Wendy Kirkland
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The information provided by the newsletters, trading, training and educational products related to various markets
(collectively referred to as the "Services") is not customized or personalized to any particular risk profile or tolerance.
Nor is the information published by Universal Financial Independence Inc., ("Universal") a customized or
personalized recommendation to buy, sell, hold, or invest in particular financial products. Past performance is not
necessarily indicative of future results. Trading and investing involve substantial risk and is not appropriate for
everyone. The actual profit results presented here may vary with the actual profit results presented in other Universal
Financial Independence, Inc. publications due to the different strategies and time frames presented in other
publications. Trading on margin carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. Other than the
refund policy detailed elsewhere, Universal does not make any guarantee or other promise as to any results that may
be obtained from using the Services. Universal disclaims any and all liability for any investment or trading loss
sustained by a subscriber. You should trade or invest only "risk capital" - money you can afford to lose. Trading
stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount invested or more. There is no
guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses.
Some profit examples are based on hypothetical or simulated trading. This means the trades are not actual trades
and instead are hypothetical trades based on real market prices at the time the recommendation is disseminated. No
actual money is invested, nor are any trades executed. Hypothetical or simulated performance is not necessarily
indicative of future results. Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are
described below. Also, the hypothetical results do not include the costs of subscriptions, commissions, or other fees.
Because the trades underlying these examples have not actually been executed, the results may understate or
overstate the impact of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Universal makes no representations or
warranties that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. No representation is being made
that you will achieve profits or the same results as any person providing a testimonial. Testimonials relate to various
other products offered by Wendy Kirkland and not the product offered here, but all of these products are based on
Ms. Kirkland's P3 pattern system. Performance results of other products described in such testimonials may be
materially different from results for the product being offered and may have been achieved before the product being
offered was developed.
Results described in testimonials from other products or the product being offered may not be typical or
representative of results achieved by other users of such products. No representation is being made that any of the
persons who provide testimonials have continued to experience the same level of profitable trading after the date on
which the testimonial was provided. In fact, such persons may have experienced losses immediately thereafter or
may have experienced losses preceding the period of time referenced in the testimonial. No representation is being
made that you will achieve profits or the same results as any person providing a testimonial. Wendy Kirkland's
experiences are not typical. Wendy Kirkland is an experienced investor and your results will vary depending on risk
tolerance, amount of risk capital utilized, size of trading position, willingness to follow the rules and other factors.

